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Nicole Grady
Special Collections Librarian
University of the Pacific

• Library switched to a new
Integrated Library System
and many records were
“lost”

Hidden Treasures at Pacific
Spring 2015

Spring 2015Spring 2019

• Reviewed books not in
catalog, duplicate, or
weird record
• Decision: keep, move to
Main Stacks, withdraw

• Began inventory project
• Student worker shelf read
books and compared with
printed catalog list

• Catalog records are
created, updated or
deleted for over one
thousand titles
• Only one cataloger for
entire library

Spring 2015Spring 2016

2003

• Completed shelf reading
for 19,536 records not
including uncatalogued
material

Summer 2016
• Complete Main Stacks
Deselection Project
• Completed HASCA
deselection

• Reorganized books from
15 location codes to 6
(example Stacks, Talls,
Folios)
• Items had already been
physical reorganized

Spring 2016

Spring 2019
• Process Vertical Files and
add pamphlets to catalog
• Complete cataloging
material (Summer 2019)

Fall 2018

In Spring 2015 the Holt-Atherton Special Collections & Archives (HASCA) at University
of the Pacific began a book collection inventory. Through this inventory it was found
that almost 700 essential titles in the collection were not in the catalog and, thus,
undiscoverable. Creating a core collection, using the revamped Collection Development
Policy and focusing on the mission statement of HASCA, became a departmental goal.
With more intellectual control of the book collection, outreach to faculty/departments
is easier. Targeted development of HASCA resources for personalized assignments or an
orientation session geared toward the course subject area is now available.
Some previously
uncatalogued
items make nice
eye candy and
come in handy
during HASCA
orientation
classes to
illustrate the
rareness of our
book collection.
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Many of the older titles were religious in nature
and are excellent primary examples of historical
text for classes in the university’s Religious
Studies program.

Digital
Humanities

American
Immigration

California and Stockton material can be used in
community member tours and classes directed
at local history and genealogical research. Also
many titles can be used in various classes
targeting diversity and immigration in California
and Stockton.
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